Fractal genomics modeling: a new approach to genomic analysis and biomarker discovery.
Reverse engineering of genetics networks generally requires establishing correlative behavior within and between a very large number of genes. This becomes a difficult analytical problem for even a few hundred genes and the difficulty tends to grow exponentially as more genes are examined. Using a hybrid data analysis method known as Fractal Genomics Modeling (FGM), this problem is reduced to examining correlative behavior within small gene groups that can then be compared and integrated to produce a picture of larger networks using a type pf shotgun approach. We have applied FGM toward examining genetic networks involved in HIV infection in the brain. These networks have relevance both to processes related to HIV infection and neurodegenerative disorders. Our preliminary findings have produced conjectures of related pathways and networks as well new candidates for genetic markers in HIV brain infection. Evidence has also been produced which appears to show the presence of a hierarchical network structure within the genes studied. We will discuss the background and methodology of FGM as well as our recent findings.